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IBS system highlights

Better comfort: With IBS network installed in your home, you can start thinking about daily scenarios that will make you life easier and much
more fun.You may for example define a script to control you lighting scene for a romantic dinner, for the movie night or a night at the pool. Or
you can define what happens when your alarm is armed, disarmed or goes on. Or you may define a scenario that starts when you open you
garage door.Or make sure that your sprinklers do not go on when you are sitting by the pool in the garden.Install the IBS network,and then let
your imagination fly.And one more thing:don't worry about the configuration:the software we provide is just as easy as it can get.
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Low installation costs:

Flexibility and scalability:

normally, the IBS network will be installed together with the other networks, following the same
paths in your home. Most of the times it just means adding one more wire.

You may install the needed wires in your home without actually adding all the equipments
planned in the first step. Just make sure you have the needed wires and install only what you can afford and need in the
beginning. Later on, you can easily attach more devices thanks to our flexible network topology and user-friendly software.

Making your house smarter does not necessarily mean to crowd your place with audio/video equipment and connect
everything over a wireless network. In our view a smarthouse means more than that: it means that all your systems are
connected together in a house-wide network that helps these systems see each other and interact with each other in a
preprogrammed, computer-controlled manner. And by "all your systems" we actually mean heating, air conditioning,
lights, intruder and fire alarms, video monitoring, access control, water pipes and pumps, sprinklers, you name it. This
network of devices will help you control and monitor your home locally or remotely and will let you define your own
scenarios for your daily routines. In the end, your house will be more comfortable, more secure and lower costs will occur
monthly. Plus, your house will be more environment friendly.
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Higher security:

Lower running costs:

Environment friendly:

With IBS system you may monitor and control your home 24 hours a day.It does not matter if you are at home or not:you may
control the system locally or remotely over the Internet.You may talk to your door for anywhere in the world.You may record every event,with
every video camera all day long.You can get SMSs or emails every time something important occurs in your home.Or you may just define alarm
scenarios to handle the intruders nicely.

IBS system will ensure that you do not heat a space if it isn't used, the lights do not stay on after you arm the alarm, your
ironing machine will be off when you are not using it,your sprinklers will not wet when it rains,and so on.The system just takes care of what you
usually forget.

By lowering the heating and the electrical power usage the IBS system will take care of the environment so that you can
be a better citizen.Because we really care.
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Lighting Control

Motion/Smoke/Gas Monitoring

Pan-Tilt-Zoom Surveillance Camera Control

Access Control

Heating/Cooling Element Control

Energy Consumption Monitoring

1 x Switch CSW €

1 x Sensor CAS

1 x Camlink Camera Controller CCL

1 x Access Point CAP

1 x Thermostat CTS 2010

1 x Energy Meter CPM

1 x Switch CSW

(65 ) / 1 x Dimmer CDM

/ 1 x Thermostat with LCD Display CTS 2020

Electrical Equipment Switching
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(80 )
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Price information

* recommended price information
only, all prices are subject to VAT at
the prevailing rate

* Equipments do not include
controlled end devices, additional
devices partially required!
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